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New Dean for Hastings A Tribute to Mayor
George R Moscone
Mr. Franklin Thompson Read, Dean of the
University of Florida College of Law, has
accepted the position of Dean of Hastings
sa ing August 15, 1988. Mr, Ralph Santiago
Abascal, member of Hastings Board of Direc-
tors and Chairman of the Dean Search
Committee, announced Dean Read's selection,
Before becoming Dean of the University of
Florida Law School in 1981, Dean Read
served as Dean of Indiana University Law
School from 19 9 to 1981, and Dean of the
University of Tulsa Law School from 1974 to
1979. He also served as President of the Law
School issi Countcilfrom 184to 1986.
The Law School Admissions Council is one
of the two major law school organizations
in the United States.
Dean Read earned his J.D. from Duke
University in 1963, where he served on the
editorial board of the Duke Law fournal and
was a member of the Order of the Coif. He
is a member of the Minnesota, Missouri,
New York and Oklahoma Bars. Before joining
the Duke Law School faculty in 1968, he
practiced law in Minnesota and New York
City.
He is well-known at the University of
Florida for his accessibility to students, suc-
cessful fundraising, and ceaseless energy.
Among his publications, Read co-authored
Let Tem Be Judged. The jud icialInte-
gration of the Deep South, sponsored by a
1970 Ford Foundation grant.
Dean Read will succeed Acting Dean
Daniel J. Lathrope, who will return to his
position of Academic Dean of the College.
"Tom Read is an excellent choice for
Hastings; he is an extremely able admin-
istrator and a highly qualified academician,'
aid Hastings Board Chairman Harold S.
Dobbs.
The selection of Dean Read culminates a
nine month long nationwide search. The
search process included extensive communi-
Continued on page 3
In early March, Mrs. Gina Moscone presented
the first annual George R. Moscone
Scholarships to Hastings 2nd year students,
Sally Martin and Todd Spitzer.
The Moscone Scholarship was created and
endowed through the generous support and
enthusiasm of the family, friends, and
colleagues of late San Francisco Mayor
George R. Moscone, '56. During his 15 year
political career as Mayor of San Francisco,
State Senator and San Francisco Supervisor,
George Moscone fought for the rights of
people who were least able to fend for
themselves. Mayor Moscone held a deep
belief in the law as an honorable and noble
profession which carried with it a special
obligation of public service. The scholarship
was created at Hastings to insure that this
notion of the importance of public service
endures.
Sally Martin and Todd Spitzer, this year's
recipients of the $5,000 Moscone Scholar-
ships, reflect the spirit of George Moscone.
Ms. Martin, who holds a Masters degree in
Social Work from U.C. Berkeley, has directed
the Social Services Department at Pacific
Presbyterian Medical Center in San Francisco;
Mr. Spitzer, a former English teacher and
State Legislative Aide, is also completing a
Masters degree in Public Policy at U.C.
Berkeley.
Cantinued on page 5
Representative John Burton, scholar Sally Martin, Mrs.
Daniel Lathrope, scholar Todd Spitzer.
U
Revit Annual Fund Program
BoostwstingsDonations
With the cooperation of the 1066 Foundation,
the Alumni Association and the Board of
Directors of Hastings, the fundraising efforts
of the College have paid substantial dividends
in the past fiscal year.
Donations to the College totalled over
$290, as of the end of May and were
expected to exceed $300,0 for the year
ending June 30, 1988. Director of College
Relations Roger Hardy highlighted the success
of the program by citing some impressive
figures.
* Total donations to the College sur-
ssed prior year gifts by 7
The College Board of Directors
achieved 100% participation in the donation
program of the College, with 7 out of 10
Directors contributing $1,000 or more;
* The number of gifts to the College
increased from 350 in 1987 to over 900 in
the past year;
* Gifts for restricted purposes including
scholarships, awards and the Hastings Gym
were up an astounding 280% to more than
$100,000;
* Gifts to the Annual Fund increased
from $26,000 in 1987 to over $55,000 in
1988, with the number of gifts to the fund
doubling to more than 500.
"The Board of Directors of the College,
the faculty, and Dean Lathrope have led the
way with substantial personal donations,"
noted Hardy. "The Directors already make
an incredible contribution of time and effort
in their Board service. For them to also
contribute to the College fundraising
program sets a high standard for dedication
to Hastings." Hardy particularly cited the
work of Director James Mahoney in chairing
the College Relations Committee of the
Board. "Jim lives in Los Angeles and has
spent literally hundreds of hours of his time
in helping the College to pull its development
program together."
Fundraising efforts of the College were
enormously assisted by the 1066 Foundation,
which provided its Director, Joyce Rosenberg,
to conduct the successful annual fund effort
on behalf of the College "It is really exciting
to be associated with a development effort
that has been so successful and has such
unlimited potential,' observed Ms. Rosenberg.
"The alumni participating in the fundraising
efforts of the College should be proud of
their accomplishments and the programs
made possible through their efforts."
Programs underwritten this year through
private support included the completion of
the Hastings gymnasium, the awarding of
over two dozen scholarships and student
awards, faculty writing and research support
and library acquisitions.
From the staff and students of the College,
a warm "Thank you!" for your faith and
support over the past year. A complete list of
donors to the College for the 1987/88 fiscal
year will be mailed to all alumni in the Fall
Annual Report. The list of donors to the
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In his commencement address, Harvard Law
Professor hur R. Miller advised this year's
gradates to act responsibly, maintain
Mdix iduality and pursue integrity 'To be a
professional you must pursue excellence; it
takes guts. You must step into the harsh
light of day and say, lCan do it."
Professor Miller, nationally known for his
scholarly work in the fields of court
procedure, copyright, and remedies, is
also kio to the general public for his
W ily appearances as a law commentator
on AC s God0Morning America and, since
1987 as the host of the nationally syndicated
issues show Headlines on Trial.
The 486 graduates and their friends and
families filled San Francisco's Civic
Auditorium to capacity on Saturday
afternoon, May 22, for the College's 107th
commencement ceremony.
Students and families heard remarks from
Academic Dean Mary Kay Kane, Alumni
Association President Todd andgren, student
speaker Gary Green, and Valedictorian Carole
Rossi.
By tradition, the graduating class elects a
member of the Hastings faculty to give
farewell remarks. This year, the graduates
elected Associate Acdemic Dean John L.
Diamond who, with good humor, con-
gratulated the class for completing its law
school "adventure.' He also asked the class not
to forget that "Hasings Is abutyou - for this
history, this tradition exists to help you become
lawyers, After three years of getting to know
you, your talents, your accomplishments, and
your visions, Hastings could never be prouder
than at this moment - the graduation of the
Cl11ass of 1988!"
Class of 88 Graduates Lynn Garney
and Robert "Andy" Anderson
Celebrating the sweet smell of graduation, Carol Hee, Kathy Katano, Roseanne
Goo and Dennis Wong
7brner Lecture 1988
justice Harry A.Blackrmn
0 Aknthon)y ILexvis, justice WilliamBrnao
United States Supreme Court Justice Harry A. fssor Laurence H. Trb, and justice .
Blackmun will be this yar's Justice Mathew Skelly Wright.
0. Tobriner Memorial Lecturer, Justice Thelecture willbegv atHastigso
Blackemun has sat on the Supreme Court Nov her 16 at 4 The lecture is
since 1970 with his most significant decisions oeto the pblic, thugh available
regarding the right of privacy and the equalislimi tici
potection clause. He is known for his appre- with Hastings fculty and students, members
ciation of the limits of judicial authority and ofte StateS Court, federal courts
deference to state prerogatives,.and localBa asocations For further infor-
Justice Blackmun is the sixth lecturer iaation, please contact Sandi Goodman at
folTlowing DeanuBarbeAronsteien Black, er415i565-4"We made itl"
20% Icrease
in Applficatfions-
Hastings received 4,331 applications for the
430 places in the Class of 1991 This number
the highest since 1976, reresents a 20%
increase over last year's applications
This jump exced a national trend in
increased law school application by 25%
According to the LawSchools Admissions
Council, law school applications are up
16%o nationwide.
The larger applicant pool has also boosted
the general acceptance requirements at the
College. Students who had qualified for
entrance in the Class of 1990 would not
necessarily have qualified for the Class of
1991. The average grae point aerage for
the present incoming clas is 3.61, an
increase over last years 352. lso, the
average LSAT score has jumped up two
points from 39 to 41. The net efect will be
to raise the overall academic quality of the
entering class.
"Not only have we seen a surprising
increase in the number of applications but
we are seeing applicants who are applying
to more law schools e are denying
admission to students this year who would
have easily qualified for automatic
admissions last year said Director of
Admissions Tom Wadlington. "It is Very
difficult to say what has brought about this
new interest in law careersA but Id bet there
are more people watching IA ILaw' than
there are reading Paper Chase. Im sure that
Hastings Number One ranking in the
Summer 1987 Bar exarm ha a lot to do
with the jump weve seen in applications. '
........... am
Co nceent1988
MS. Joan Majerus was named Hastings Chief
Financial Officer at the Board of Directors
May 20th meeting. Ms Maerus will take
over the responsibilities previously held by
Acting Chief Financial Officer Robert F.
Kerley. She will oversee all of the financial
affairs of the College, manage its assets and
investments, initiate internal audits, shepherd
the Colleges budget, and affirm the probity
of all funds of the College, both state and
non-state.
Before coming to Hastings, Ms. Majerus
was the Director of Fiscal Services at S'an
Jose State University where she was directly
responsible for all the financial affairs of its
24,800 student campus and Interim Director
of the San Jose State Foundation where she
handled all funding for research projects and
the endowment fund with a budget of
approximately $15 million. Prior to her work
at San Jose State, she was Vice President of
Finance and Administration for Golden Gate
University in Sani Francisco
Fm impressed that everyone seems to
ow each other at Hastings. At San Jose
State, with almost 25,000 students and over
3,500 staff members it was often difficult to
find a familiar face. My initial impression of
Hastingsis w and extremely positive; I
am confident that we will make great
progress in our overall fiscal operations




cation with the deans and faculties of law
schools across the nation, and the services
and cooperation of the Association of
American Law Schools and the American Bar
Association. During the process of recruiting
candidates, the Search Committee also sur-
veyed the College's students, faculty, staff
and alumni to consider their views of the
qualities needed to guide the College. In
addition to Board and faculty representation,
the Search Committee included representa-
tives of the Hastings student body and the
Hastings Alumni Association.




Celebrating the end of another
academic year, the Legal Education
Opportunity Programs ball-of-fire
Rosemarie Davis threw a party honor-
ing the 80 student volunteers who
have supported LEOP over the year
as tutors and teaching assistants. Pic-
tured are teaching assistants Mau-
reen Tchakalian '88, Gene Rodrigues
'88, and Li-Ann Yamashiro '87.
Hooping It Up
Moving in for his shot, R.M. Kim is
guarded by G. McClinton, Jr. and R.
Kordova at Hastings newly renovated
gym. The gym opened on April 15th
and since then has had constant use.
Renovation of this facility was made
possible through the generous sup-
port of Hastings graduates, staff,
friends, and the 1066 Foundation.
The Hastings Board of Directors, through its
Chairman Harold S. Dobbs, has announced
Tat after months of financial negotiations
with a San Francisco bank. Hastings has
btaed a loan of $33 million to fund a
major component of its private scholarship
and loan program. The loan provides $1.1
million to endowment and restricted funds
of the College which had been invested from
1973-1979 in the purchase of real estate
adjacent to the Hastings campus known as
the West Block Property. The loan will also
aow retroactive financial aid axwards of up
to $1.7 milion to be distributed to students
vho attended the College during the period
from 1973-1988 and who demonstrated
financial need at the time of attendance.
Working under an agreement negotiated
with the Attorney General and formalized by
a Superior Court order issued April 28, 1988,
the funds will be administered by court
appointed trustees, consisting of three
members of the Board of Directors: Jan
Lewenhaupt, Charlene Mitchell and John
Sproul Non-voting members of the trust
bxard are ASH President Leora Goren and
Chair of the Faculty Executive Committee
Professor Gordon Van Kessel. Under the
order, the funds are segregated iito a
seperate series of College accounts known as
the Hastings Scholarship and Loan Trust
(HSL Trust).
The retroactive awards will be distributed
in accordance with a plan approved by the
HSL Trustees and the Attorney General. At a
meeting on May 16, the HSL Trustees
approved a comprehensive plan for the
distribution of retroactive assistance to
qualified students showing need during the
period for which the scholarships and loans
were unavailable. The plan provides for
notice of the claims process to be sent to all
Hastings students who were enrolled during
the period of September 1, 1973 through
March 1, 1988. Claimants who had, during
the period of their attendance, applied and
been tound eligible for Hastings scholarships
or campus-based loan assistance will be paid
a cash award based upon their level of need
at the time of attendance.
Edward Gray, the HSL Trust Administrator,
termed the retroactive award plan "emineIItly
equitable.' "Use of the College financial aid
records for the relevant period will enable
the College and the Trust to objectively
evaluate the financial need of the eligible
alumni at the time of their attendance'
Gray said. Financial need, as demonstrated
through the financial aid application in
accordance with federal regulations, has
been the determining factor in distribution
of scholarship and loan assistance at
Hastings and most other colleges and
universities.
Notice of the plan will be distributed to
eligible alumni this summer. Claims will be
collected and processed through Gray's office
and overseen by the HSL Trustees.
The Trustees will also oversee the
investment and distribution of the future
scholarship and loan assistance provided by
the Trust endowments. The Trust will
provide an estimated increase of $70,000
each year to the College's scholarship and
loan programs.
"Settlement of the scholarship problem
connected to the purchase of the West Block
property is a major step forward for the
College," observed Dean Daniel Lathrope.
"We are pleased the Board of Directors has
been able to meet the obligations to the
scholarship program and past students
without the loss of the important West Block
asset." The property purchased in 1973-1980
at a cost of $4.2 million has been recently
appraised at $9.5 million. The property
provided the collateral for the loan from
Westamerica Bank. The College is soliciting





Hastings Establishes Financia Aid Trhust
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it nt tith a Smile
Dean Frank T.Read expresses his strong commitment to quality legal education with gentle
good humor and an easy going manner. With fourteen years of experience deaning, he comes
to Hastings with a record of unmatched energy and true dedication.
*
What is it about Hastings is unique,
Hastings that The fact that it is the
made you accept only state suppoted
the deanship? law school in the
country that is free
standing, and not attached to a university,
makes it unique; but, what makes it at is
its history, its size, and the fact that it is affiliated
with the University of California, and loca in
San Francisco. You put all those things together
and you have an extraordinary school with the
flexibility to make further innovative and













My love for the equal
protection clause was
born in law school. I
studied at Duke Uni-
versity during the






and I was profoundly
affected by the strug-
gle to intergrate.
When I returned to Duke University in
1968 for my first teaching position, the civil
rights Issues in law schools had shifted somewhat
from racial problems to issues of women coming
into the legal profession.
When I started at Duke we were experienc-
ing a great many more women enrolling than
ever before. Many of our women, who had
competed on par with men all the way through
law school, were suddenly finding discrimination
in the placement process. When they arrived at
the placement office at the end of their second
or th irdyear, some law firns simply refused to
hire women; and, others were more subtle and
said, "Well, you might be able to be in our
estates and trusts department, but we certainly
cannot have you in our trial department."
This tratment I found offensive. I called
several of my fellow assistant deans along the
east coast, and about 20 of us, r ting east
coast law schools, cane together and fored a
consortium regarding placement. That was the
first group of law schools to create a non-dis-
crimination pact. All of us agreed that we would
not let our placement offices be utilized by firms
Tat discriminated on the basis of race, or sex,
or national origin. Out of that movementML,
(the Association of American Law Schools)
picked up on our efforts, a I was one of the
initial drafters of what is now the non-discrimi-
nation policies in the MS accreditation rules.
From those early experiences, I became more
and more interested in finding out how the
South itself had gotten desegregated We were
now into the 70's and into yassive de egr gation
orders, requiring massive school bussing. So I
obtained a grant with another law professor
from Emory Law School and the two of us set
out on a four year trek to find out how the
deep South had integrated. That research
resulted in our book Let Them Be"judge, a
seminal history of the desegregation efforts of
the lower federal courts in the South. Out of
that research I developed a lifelong understanrd
ing of the need for affirmative action, particu-
larly in racial discrimination. I have consistently
been a proponent of programs that would
expand opportunities without regard to race or
sex.
0
You are coming Despeation and
to Hastings with hardwork.
a very successful I had a prett
record of public go odfundraising
and private fund- record at both the
raising. To what University of Tulsa
do you attribute and Indiana Univer-
those successes? sity at Indianapolis
w4here I set up decent
annual giving programs and obtained some
substantial gifts. However, until I arrived in
Florida I had not really seen fundraising. I
arrived in Florida ust as a very large law school
building project had been authorized by the
state legislature. However, the legislature approp-
riated only a small portion of the money
necessary andth indicated thatwe would lose
the authorization for the building and the small
appropriation if we did not raise the rest of the
money privately in an 18 month period, So with
no campaign organization and no real know-
ledge of how to do it, we were thrust into major
fundraising, and we did it. In the process we
made a lot of mistakes, but our successes were
based on sheer desperation and hard work.
When we began the effort at Florida, I
thought I had inherited a terrble burden. Out
of that though, I saw much good come from
fundraising that had nothing to dowith fun-
draising. It allowed us to reunite the alumni,
to re-enegz the school, to substantially in-
crease annual giving, as well as to raise the
money for the building fund. Also, it mad me
visible in the Bar in very substantive ways and
it was, in every resec, goo for the school.
I am convinced that private fundraising
builds private partnerships and brings the
alumni back in v substantive ways far beyond
fundraising. Conuently, I am something of
a proponent of fundraising, though I had started
out thinking I had been terribly burdened.









We need to tell them
what the school is
doing, and what
changes htave occur-
red, how excellent our
student body is, and
what the needs of the
student body are We
need to remind them
of what Hastings has
done for them and their careers. Deep down in
all of them there is going to be an appreciation
and love for the place, even if it is well disguised
and hidden. We need to go find the lock and
unlock it in each of their hearts.
What would you
say are some of
the most signifi-
cant moments in
your career as a
law school ad-
minstrator?
I have had some
highly successful
moments. When you
receive a very large
gift, it is just electrify-
ing. One of the final
gifts we got at Florida
was a gift of
$1,250,0.000, and it took us way over the top
in our building drive. When that came through
it was just an electrifying moment. It was a lot
of fun.
Another moment, probably one of the
most satisfying in my life, was when the Univer-
sitv of Florida upersaded Frank Allen, who is
the former Dean of Michigan, former President
of the AALS, and truly one of the most celebrated
legal educators of the last quarter century to
take a chair at Florida. So, those were high
points that were just enormously satisfying.
Some of the more important moments, although
not electrifying, dealt with very critical personnel
problems - tenure problems, promotion prob-
1es, issues thatwere very delicate and had to
be managedwell I've had a lot of satisfaction
in being able to manage most of those reasonably










tho a d enter
teprofassioe?
Yes, they have to learn
to raly love the law.
And, they must be
willing to work hard.
There is no magic
formula. They have to
love what they are




cannot come in cynical about their legal studies;
they have to be willing to work very hard to












It is 'AApr rItUt it
propriate priuarl
You crnyol
not want to deti
On the other hand, we are more and more
aware that law schools ve an obligation to
inculcate skills training in studets adpcts
of professionalism that I don't think canbe
done within the c method. We need to
recognize thatthere are-atvariety of different
ways of going about teaching, and you adapt
your style to the materials and to What you aRe
trying to accomplish with the materials. In the
advance conre in the third year, particularly
skills courses, you proably n very small
enrollments and close, almost individual,
professo r/student contact in order to really
develop Iawyering skills That is much more
costly education, but probably in the long run
much more effctive. On the otherhad inh
first year, teaching substantive doctrine, big









First of all, the law
school n eedsto give
sounid advice to stu-
dents. The curriculum
ought to be organized
in a fashion where the
students quickly un-
derstand what is
expected of them. The law school must under
stand what most students must have and how
to build logical course sequencing. I think that
the first step is that the law school must give
good advice on how to select courses already in
the curriculum.
I do think that law will move more and
more towarid specializationi just as medicine
has. It is an inexorable trend, and so law school
curriculums will become more diverse and
complex as time passes; more and more
specialized LLM programs will devlop. I think
that is a trend that canrnot be resisted as well
0
You have agreat In all of life, you have
sense of humor. to be able to augh at
What role does yourself and at what
humor play in is going on around
legal education? you. If you get too
uptight, too tense
about things, then you can't do your job well.
Ihave ust two rules for deaning. The
first rule is that I take nothing persona.ll
Problem come wvi the job and you can't avoid
------------------------- ---
them. You can't take things personally. The
second rule is I bare no grudges; I never have
and don't expect I ever will, This way I am not
constantly having peptic acid shoot through my
stomach. Humor is absolutely indispensible.
I collect jeanjokes, and a lot of them
are pretty lame. But they are a great genre of
jokes and I tell them with great gusto. One of
my favorite lines is that the job of adean is to
keep the one half of the faculty that hates the
dean from talking to the other half that hasn't
made up its mind yet.
*
How do yeu pro- I must be visible to
pose to balance the student body and
contactwiththe Imust do that by
studen with picking my spots
your administra- carefully. When I
tive duties? Do come In,I'mgoing to
you plan to tehc be giving some major
any classes? welcoming addresses
to this entering class
this all, whichldunders and has not been done
much in the past. ButI think it is important
from day one that the students seethe Dean
and understand a little bit about that person.
I do plan to teach. I canot teach fall
semester; in my first semester it would be crazy
to even attempt it But I hope I will be able to
teach a few classes for other teachers. For
instance, if there is an evidence teacher who
watis me to teach a block of material, I'd be
delighted to do that just to bevisible to the





Ive done three other
deanships so I cer-
tainly am noc
neophyte; I would ntot
have taken a fourthi
deanship if I hadn't seen an extraordinary
opportunity at Hastings. As an outsider, I see
unlimited possibilities. There have been prob-
lems, but Hastings is magnificently situated,
with its geographic location, its magnificent
student quality, the quality of its faculty, and
its rich tradition. All of that, in a school that
stands alone without being caught in a large
university bureaucracy, makes it a truly unique
operation. I come with great anticipation for
the future; I think it is going to be a great,
great lot of fun.
Getting 1ltngs' Ac Toge r
And Taking17 tOn 7e Road
Alumni and friends of Hastings who are in-
terested in meeting the new Dean of the College
will be having multiple opportunities to get to
know Dean Frank T. "Tom" Read.
A veteran law school adminstrator, Read
sees his job at Hastings as a new and unique
career opportunity To guide him in defining
the College's course for the 1990's, he has in-
itiated a program to gather the collective wisdom
of those alumni and community leaders willing
to share their vision of the College. Through
individual and small group meetings, Dean
Read will dedicate one to two days each week
for at least his first semester to consult with
Board members, alumni volunteers, civic leaders
and corporate representatives. His goal is to
"listen to and hear" the views of the variety of
constituents who are important to Hastings.
"The position of Dean of a 'free-standing'
law school is very closely akin to that of President
of a college. If I can process that valuable re-
source of alumni and community intelligence,
and articulate a program that expresses that
collective vision, there is very little that the
College cannot do or become. I do not feel
comfortable, as one new to the College, trying
to define its goals without the benefit of this
important gathering procss.
Dean Read will maintain an account of
his interaction with the constituents and report
to the Hastings Communityon his conclusions
in the spring. In parallel to this, the Dean plans
an internal assessment of the academic and
administrative needs of the College through
discussions with faculty, staff and student repre-
sentatives.
'As an ideal end-product of this outreach
and 'inreach' program," states Dean Read, "we
will be able to synthesize the extrnal and inter-
nal perceptions of the needs of the College into
a positive and clearly-defined program for the
'90's. I am very excited by the potential of the
school and anxious to begin this dialogue with
those who are important to its future.'
O Club Hosts Tunisian
Supreme Court Justice
65 Club Professors Riesenfeld, Lock-
hart, Hall, Thurman and Schlesinger
met with Justice Rachid Sabbagh
(center right), President of Chambers,
Supreme Court of Tunisia, for a cam-
pus lunch and round table discussion
of the Tunisian legal system and legal
education.
M oscone
Continued from page 1
Selection for these inaugural awards was
made by a committee composed of Mrs.
Gina Moscone, The Honorable Willie Brown,
Jr., The Honorable John Burton, Mr. Corey
Busch, Executive Vice President of the San
Francisco Giants, and Mrs. Anne Busch.
"Awarding scholarships to needy students
dedicated to the basic issues of equality and
public service is a fitting memorial to
George Moscone because it truly reflects his
commitment to individual rights and civil
liberties,' said Speaker of the Assembly
Willie L. Brown, Jr., '56.
0
Professor Marsa Cohen anized and ed
a p ldis onon The exIt ofMedication
Dislons-Safety Efecienes & Cot, on March 29,
w h was part of a con nce entitled "Medication
and 0 ke Consmr a i Inomed choices.
Th cneecwsspnoedhbythe Califrna Medi
cation Education Coaition.
On April 15 shwasone of iiee Law
Scho wom aes, esof the 50s
Notern CalifomiaHa LawSch as
of Ceiebration 35, a cee tion m king the 35th
anniversary of the women duates of the ilavard
fessorCohenhasrecen etedhert of
service as a member ofthetDevieGo auatrn
Professor Joseph Grodinhas publish his aicie
Some Refions on tate Constutions, Iti
onstitutional Law Quarterly Volume 1 Winter
and an article for a sympoi in USC Law Review on
Adjudicator Thry and its umplion for the -
tin andR Rtntion of Jugs tobe publsheson
in April at the tinisity of California at San Dg
Professor Garodin gave the annual D~eWitt Hgslecture,
sharingthe diu withhisformer CalfoniaSupr e
Court colleague Frank Richa n on the topic of judi-
cial selection and retention.
Professor in is teaching cornaative Civii Liber-
es at Trinity Cole Un s of D hi summer,
under the auspice of theUniversity of San Diego Law
Schaol.
Professor Jerome Hall's Comment on Fikentscher's
Paper-Modes of Thought in Law and Justice-A Pre-
liminary Report on a Study in Legal thrpology was
published in the February 1 Protocol of the 56th
Colloquy of the Center for Herm tical Studies Berke-
ley.
Tisarticle, with stylistic changes, was publed
in the University of California, D Law Review, Vol.
21, No., 3 (1988).
Professor David Jung recently blushed his article
'The Facts of Wrongfl Discharge" in the June issue of
Le labor Lauyer
Professor Calvin Massey's article The Excessive
Fines Clause and Punitive Damages Some Lens from
History," arguing t the ihth m e ets excessive
fines clause I limits on theamount of pu lye
damages awarded in civilacti on,was published in40
Vanderbilt Law Rv w 1233 (1987) Also, s article
"An Assault Upon 'Takings D r ne d ingNewAn-
swers in Old Theory," a review of Richard at's
Takings' PrIvate Poety and Powe of Eminent
Domanwas published in63 IianaLa urnal
113 (1987).
Profeor Massey is currently working on a review of
Mark Kelan'sAGuiktoCtical lA Studes to
pear in the sgsLaw al atwo-volue
edition of the statutes and resolun (public and
secret) enacted by the Confederate Congresa, to he
poublished in Late 1098 or 1989.
Professor H.G. Prince has recently published an
acticle Overprotecting the Consumer? Section
2-607(3)(a) Notice of Brach n Nonpriity Contexts,
66 North Carolina Law Review 107 (November 1987).
Visiting Professor Mark Reutlinger published his
article The Predeceased Survriig Spouse: The Un-
certain Effects of Divorce on Contingent Testamentary
Gifts" in CCH Financial and Estate Planning March
1988. Be has recently been appinted to the Probate
Law Task Force of the Washington Slate Bar, which
will be drafting revisions to the Washington ate
Code.
Professor Rudolf B. Schlesinger on April 16,
1988, on the of the Centennial Celebration of
the Cornell University Law Scho, delivered the birth-
day speech, entitled The Cornell Law Schools Birth
and its March to Greatness.' The audience cousisted of
over 200 alumni of the Cornell Law School, including
the President of the World Bank, a nember of the New
york Court of A eals, the General Counsel of ILB.M and
the General Counsel of Exxon. The speech will be
poblished in the next i of the Cornell Lan Review.
Professor Louis B. Schwartz prepared a 37 page
paphlet entitled "Studying Law for Fun and Profit ' to
orient new law students. Among topics dealt with are:
techniques of briefing. digesting aid study' selection of
courses; dealing with common sources of unhappiness
in law study, including dis inent in grades, career
doubts, discrimination, and institutional inferiority
complex. A "self image for lawyers" is proposed, as an
alternative to the view that ers are unprincipled,
conteitioui, and mlerenary. The self-image celebrates
I
the lawyer as "planner," "peacemaker "cose br,
"social architect, "humanist "educator, "commu-
nity ledr' and'"defenderofindividuality instpres-
aires of conformity. The studient is introduced to and
invited to enjoy the cultural and recreational r urces
of the Bay Area and San Francisco's hinterland ('from
British Columbia to the desert of Arizona from the
rakish hoa alk of Santa Cruz to Lake T and
yosemite. )
Professor Kevin Tierney has been appointed a
member of the editorial advisory board of Tort and
Insurance Pleadings and Bref published by Law
Reseirch. Inc. This periodical, to which Professor
Tierney had contributed an analysis of reverse bad
faith suits prior to his editorial appointment serves
the need of insurance law specialists.
Professor Gordon Van Kessel was recently
appointed by the Chair of the Committee of Bar
Examiners of the State Bar of Caifomnia to a special
committee to study and determine those portions of the
California Rules of Court which will most effectively
test a Bar applicants knowledge of courtroom proce-
dures and trial skills. This work is in conjunction with
the current study of the Committee of Bar Examiners
on mechanisms to certif that new admittees to practice
possess minimum trial and courtroom skills.'
Professor illiam Wang recently published A Cause
of Action for Option Traders Against Insider Option




Awrs totaling $33,(00 went to journal
contributors, the Moot Court program, a
membe of the Hastings faculty, and to an
outstanding student and a distinguished staff
member. The ceremony and reception, held
on March 23rd in the Alumni Reception
Center, was attended by representatives of
the Hastings community, their family and
friends
Professor Margreth Barrett receives
Faculty Award from 1066 President
Jack Smith.
President Jack Smith and Vice President John
Moy presented checks to 46 students who
have contributed research and writing to the
four Hastings journals: The Hastings Lw
Journal, COMMl LN7 Hastings Internation-
al and Coparatie Law Review and
Hastings Constitutional Law arterly
Recipients are chosen by recommendation
from each editor-in-chief to the Academic
an, with input from their senior executive
board members. The general criteria include
scholarly achi evment, significant service to
the publications and personal or financial
sacrifices.
Moot Court
Accepting the $10,000 check for the Moot Court
program was Jan Bunting. The funds are used
for travel expenses for teams going to regional
and national competitions and to assist with
expenses for Hastings-hosted competitions.
Those activities are not eligible for State
funding, yet add depth to the legal experience
of the participants.
Faculty
Answering the need of the faculty for support
beyond State salary funding, the Foundation
has established an annual award to be used
by the recipient for an academic pursuit
such as writing or research Alithouglh not
limited to, it is available for the encourage-
ment of those in early careers. The 1988
Faculty Award went to Professor Margreth
Barrett.
Rummel Awards
One of the highlights of the Annual Pre-
sentations event is the awarding of the
Charles A. Rummel Memorials Given in
honor of Charles Rummel of the Class of
1931, each award recognies his devotion to
the quest for excellence at Hastings. This
years Ru el Scholarship went to Frank
Watson, a second year student, who has led
Phi Alpha Delta, served as Arts and Recreation
Chairman for the Associated Students of
Hastings and was instrumental in the reno-
vation of te McAllister Tower gymnasium.
The $1,000 scholarship is awarded for aca-
demic achievement, as well as involvement.
in the Hastings community and potential
long-term service to the College,
Pat Swendsn, Office Manager for
Facilities Planning and Operations, received
the Rummel Distinguished Service Award.
She has served at Hastings for 14 years with
Pat Brown Addresses Students
After encouraging students to take an active role in California politics, former
Governor of California Edmund "Pat" Brown received an official "Hastings
College of the Law" sweatshirt from ASH President Ellen Schned '88. Earlier
in the day, the Governor spent time with Law News Editor Chris Palermo '89,
and James Ballantine '90, and lunched with ASH Officers.
immeasurable dcdication, loyalty, and un-
tiring commitment to the well-being of the
community. She is known to students, faclty
and staff for her terrific sense of caring and
unfailing sense of humor. She will be
retiring at the end of the academic year, but
will return often to visit friends and see her
name which will be engraved on the perma-
nent tribute in the library. Serving on the
Charles A. Rummel Memorial Committee are
Jane A. Rummel, William C. Carr, John K.
Smith Betty M. Falk, neeand H. Lobner
and Chairman ristian D. itten
Special Recognition
Professor Richard Sakai was given recognition
for his work with the gal Education Oppor-
tunity Program. Tis program offers special
suport including orientation to the College,
study skills and a Bar pass course. His work
represents efforts at Hastings that contribute
to the success of its graduates
Stephen E. Cone Memorial Fellow Thomas Mitchell an Moot Court Director
Melissa Johnson. For more scholarship information, se page 12.
mamm
Ftounation Award s
Since the last issue of The Community. the
folloxwing chapter eents, all of which were
xery successful, took place:
Thurs.,January2 , 1988 - Los
eles Reception for Nev Bar Admittees.
Thurs., February 4, 1988 - Fresno
Luncheon honoring Judge Donald Franson,
51 as their Alumnus of the Year and
featuring Academic Dean Mary Kay Kane.
Sat., February 27,1988 -Ven-
tura/Santa Barbara Dinner honoring
Judge Steven J. Stone, '61, as their 1988
Aumnus of the Year, and featuring Dean
Daniel J. Lathrope.
Tues., Marcb 22, 1988 - Contra
Costa County Reception welcoming the
Cof n iut Receptins at Hastings
SanFrnicJugg the Judges
Cookin Contet at Hastings
S on Luncheon with Dean Read
ar Hospitality Reception in terey
Annual Luncheon in Ionterey withDeanRead
as the keynote peker, 1066 Boa r of stees
Meeting AUmi A ciation Board of Governors
on fornthe Cssesl of' '3,'48,'58,'68and
Sa eo Alumnus of the Year Luncheon
featurn Deai Read
for the Cla of'43,'53,'63,'73and
'8et atig
New Bar Admittees and honoring Judge Joph
R. Longacre, '51, as their 1988 Alumnus of
the Year.
Wed., May 11, 198 - Sacramento
First Annual Luncheon, featuring Academic
Dean Mary Kay Kane.
Thurs., May 25, 1988 - Los
Angeles Annual Dinner Meeting, featurig
Academic Dean Mary Kay Kane and Members
of the CA Trial Lawyers Assn.
Thurs., June 2, 1988 - Bakers-
field First Annual Luncheon, honoring
Judge John J. Jelletich, '52 and Judge Marvin
E. Ferguson, '52, as their 1988 Alumni of
the Year, and featuring Dean Daniel J.
Lathrope.
"Chilli Night" for Studets at McAllister Tor
1066BIackTie Rectio inner at te Stanford
Court Hotel in San Francisco; 1066 Board of
'Irustees Meeting, Alumni Assocjation Board of
Governors Meeting
"Ding Letter" Party for Students in New Dining
Commons at Hastings
T e Ar t Ga erfy
The Fall 1988 exhibition in HastingsA
Gallery will feature wall sculptures by Ken
Ayers. The artist is a 1986 graduate of
Hastings and a practicing member of the
California Bar. In constructing his sculptures
he works with found objects such as tree
limbs which he combines and wraps with
jute, the surfaces then are painted white.
In their essence, the images thus created are
aspired by nature. The exhibition will open
during the last week of September and will
remain on view for six weeks
utstanoa-ing recurry AWareI
The second annual Outstanding Faculty Award, as determined by the mem-
bers of the Third Year Class, was presented to Prof. Scott Sundby at the
AlumniAssociation's annual reception for the graduating class. Picturedabove
are Barbara Rizzieri, Class of '88, Prof. Sundby and Todd Landgren, Alumni
Association President. The students are asked to vote on the professor that
has influenced them the most over the past three years, both on a professional
and personal basis.
'War Orphans' The Original Class of"4 Hold Special Reunion
Members of the Original Class of '42, known fondly as the "War Orphans,"
gathered at Hastings on Saturday, April 16th, for a special reunion. Tours of
the campus, a reception, class pictures and a dinner featuring updates by
each of the classmates made up the evening's festivities. Dean Daniel J.
Lathrope welcomed all the attendees back to campus, and two extra guests
were Professors Valentine Brookes and Lyman Henry Everyone also toasted
the memory of Juanita Olsson, who played such a pivotal role during their
years at Hastings and had passed away the previous week. Pictured (Ito r),
front row, Rev. John Gleeson '42, Kneeland H. Lobner '44 (member, Hastings
Board of Directors) John F O'Hara '46, Robert E. Laughlin '46, Richard S.
Bishop '42, Milton Dalo '43, Harold S. Dobbs '42 (Chairman, Hastings Board
of Directors); back row, Frank W Clark, Jr. '46 (Chairman, UC Board of Regents),
Jack White '42, Collis Mahan '44, Dean Daniel J. Lathrope, Prof. Lyman Henry,
Prof. Valentine Brooks, Jack Small '43, Hastings General Counsel Max K.
Jamison, '44, and R.J. "Andy" Anderson '42 (Class Chairman Secretary).
Is Hastings Where Lau ers Fear to Tread
Read Lia Matera s murder mxystery xxhich
taxkes place at "Malhousie," a fictional la
school located in San Francisco's Cixic Center
The mystery involves a string of murders o
iaw rexviexv editors. Ms. Matera '81, editor
and chief of Volume 8 of the Constitutional
Law Quarterly, has published txwo mysteris
There Lauyvers Fear to Tead and Radica
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Chapter Events
We attempt to include in these in notes a
announcements regarding significant careeIIIt1 m Ievents. If we have miss your most recent
"note," please resubit it for the next issu
31
John Munford Gregory retired from the CA
State Bar last fall, aft several years of probation
monitorship and other bar activities. He is enjoying
faily visits and otherwise keeping activef He noted
that they raised a glass to Charlie Rummel at their
Class Reunion last fall.
33
Alvin P. Jackson switched law firms after 30
years with the same large firm in Mexico His new
firm, Bryan, Gonalez, Vargas & Gonaalez Baz, has six
ofces throughot Mexico, and he works in the Mexico
City office, He has elected President of the
Meican-American institute of Cltural Relations, and
as a Fellow of the American College of Probate Counsel.
He continues as a Vice President of the International
Academy of Estate and Trust Law cretary of the
American Benevolent Society and also of the American
Society in Mexico, In addition, he has been heavily
involved In the lea end of the growth of 'Corona to
the position of the second largest importedb in the
U S Hon. Francis McCarty, Ret., sat on
Division 2, Court of Appeal in San Francisco for the
month of October, 1987, and he still works as an
arbitrator and rent-a-jude' RobertJ. McKee
retired from the San Francisco Police Dept and us
presently secretary of the Widows and Orphans Aid
tation of the SFPD.
34
Arnold Evans, residing in Appleton WI, retired in
84 (after 50 years of practice) and has been traveling
ever since William F. White has retired after
15 years in private practice in San Francisco and 35
years in Portland, OR. He now serves as an arbitrator
adfact finder.
35
Arthur H. Connolly, Jr., retired after 52
years in practice in July of last year.
36
Wallace O'Connell is still practicing in San
Francisco and states that 'maybe I11 learn how to
do it"
37
George E. Atkinson, Jr., is currently building
a 10,000 square foot office building in Paramount, CA,
which will be open in the Fall of 1988.
41
Hon. Francis W. Mayer, Ret., continues to
conduct settlement conference hearings, arbutrations
and discovery hearings in San Francisco.
42
Melvyn C. Friendly is an active retiree' Secretary
of Masonic Research Lodge of Oregon for 15 years.
active in the Stuhr Senior Center Hiking Clubi and the
Pcrian'd Audobon Society, partiits un the Portland
and Beaverton Elks Golf Tournaments and the Tualatin
Hills Recreation Center Senior Swim Group and is active
in World Affairs and China Councils.
48
Hon. Donald B, Constine retired from the
San Franucisuco Superior Court un May 85. He is engaged
in private judgtng and sitting on assignment. He was
elected vice president and secretary treasurer, 1988, of
the International Academy of Trial Judges, at their
October meeting in London.
49
Hon. Robert J. Cooney retired from the Contra
Costa County Superior Court, and keeps busy doing
private arbitration in the Sacramento and Bay areas.
G. Scott Miller has retired from his practice in
Whittier. CA. Lawrence E. Viau, Jr., has retired
from practice but is busy working on his ranch in Del
Hey and traveling
50
Henry T. Leckman retired from private practice
in Santa Rosa, but is continuing as City Attorney for
the City of Coalinga on a - basis
51
Robert L Bacon has been appointed to the
Steering Committee of the Energy, Environment &
Natural Resources Committee of the National League of
Cities, Leland M. Edman is the Department
Chairman of the Department of Public Safety at Fresno
City College Joseph Jedeikin will assume the
tion of chair-elect of the Self Insurance & Risk
Managers Commite Torts & Insrace Practice Section
of the ABA, at their Convention in Toronto in August,
1988 for 1988 89.
52
V. Craig Bull is working in Danville, CA 'where
he is still trying to show a profit in Investment Real
Estate. Edmond I. Davis was made partner at
Brobeck, PhIeger & Harrison. Hugh C. Callaway
has opened an office for general practice in Walnut
Creek CA, specializing in wills, estate planning and
probate. Hon. Stanley C. Young, Jr., is
retiring, after almost 20 years, from the Plumas
Superior Court.
53
Eugenia MacGowan has become a certified
family law specialist and has moved her office to the
San Francisco Bar Center.
54
Albert R. Abramson, president of the Alumni
iation in '7576 was elcte President of the
International Academy of Trial Lawyers, March '88.
Edward Dermott retired as part-time city
attorney of Sebastopol CA Be is of counsel to the
firm of Dermott, Cutler & McLaughlin in Santa Rosa,
initing his services to medical-legal matters. Hon.
Thomas G. Duffy retired Jan. 4, I from the
San Diego Superior Court, after 20 years on the bench.
56
Lloyd Hinkelman reports that he's "still at it in
Sacramento" with the firm of Kronick, Moskovitz, t al.
Hon. W. Gordon Shore has retired from his
position as California Administrative Law Judge after
22 years.
57
Harold Silen is president of Bass/Ticketmaster a
computer ticket sales firm.
58
Kenneth James Arnold is the author or co-
author of numerous practice books and treatises on
law, plus the author of the FIfth Edition of "Califrnia
Courts and Judges Handbook," which will be published
in June '88.
59
Hon. Nat A. Agliano is presiding justice, Court
of Appeal, 6th Appellate District, San Jose, CA.
60
Joe S. Gray has left Union Pacific Railroad Co. to
loin the Sacramento law fimof Greve, Clifford,
Diepenbrock & Paras, where be will head up the firm s
expanding business department. Robert C. Field's
firm has changed its name to Stark, Wells, Rahl, Field
& Schwartz, with offices in Oakland and Walnut Creek.
61
Melvin C. Kerwin reports the change of name of
his law firm to Kerwin Law Offices, with the additton
of his son, Patrick C. Ker ,'87. Chester
Morris is the 1988 President of the Sacramento
Valley Chapter of ABOTA and is the second vice president
of the Association of Defense Counsels of Northern
Califra. Michael Ropers is transferring to
the San Francisco Office of Ropers, Majeski, Kohn,
et al., July '88.
62
Paul H. Cyril has formed his own firm, Cyril &
Crowley, in San Francisco, 25 years with n
Bronson & McKinnon. Herb Nobriga is associa
ted with the firm of W hburn & Kemp and will
practice from their Sacramento office, specializing In
adinistrative law.
63
DonaldJ. Magarian has been specializing in
family law for the lt 10 years, and is currently
ing on a St Bar Family Supprt Committee for
Northern California Eric C. Schneider was
promoted to or of Law at the University of
tinore Law Center
65
Hon. Frank A. Grande is Presiding Judge of
the Criminal Depa ents of the Superior Court of San
JoaunCountyasofI 1/88. Ronald G. Skipper
is president of the San Bernardino County Bar Associa-
tion Lowell F. Sutherland has been accepted
as a member of the American Board of Trial Advocates
ard as a diplomat of the National Board of Trial
Advocates, and was named Trial Lawyer of the Year by
the Trial Lawyers Association for 1982. He is also a
biographee in the Marqu's, Who's Who in American
Law.'
66
Lawrence N.C. Ing has been reappointed Assis-
tant U.S Magistrate in Hawaii. Leland P.
Jarnagin became a senior associate in the firm of
Hardin, Cook, Loper, Engel & Bergez in Oakland in
May 87. He works chiefly in the area of construction
defect ltigation defense Peter A. Nathan is the
chairman of the Real Property Law Section of the State
Bar of Michigan. Dennis O'Neil resigned his
position as managing partner of the Orange County
office of Sacramento-b McDonough, Holland & Allen,
to join Pettis, Tester, Kruse & Krinsky, Irvine, as a
partner in the firm's real estate practice
67
Hon. Robert C. Bradley was named Superior
Court Judge of the Year by the Ventura County Trial
Lawyers Association Michael Friedman opened
his own offices on 11 88 in Torrance, CA, specializing
in family and criminal law Bruce R. Greene of
Boulder, CO, has been appointed by the Washington
Federal Court to mediate inter-tribal fishing disputes
among 20 indian tribes with adjudicated treaty fishing
nghts in United States es. wiashington. Hon. H.
Lee Holden, after serving on the Santa Clara
County Municipal Court for 10 years, has formed his
own law firm specializing in international business and
finance. Ronald W. Johnson has recently moved
to La Jolla, CA to set up a practice in business, real
estate and family law.
68
Hon. Rodney Melville was appointed as Santa
Maria Municipal Court Judge. Hon. Shackley F.
Raffetto has been appointed per diem District Court
Judge of the Second Circuit, HI. Mark L. Tuft, a
parner with Cooper, White & Cooper in San Francisco,
is co-chair of the firm's litigation deatent, and
vice-chair of BAFLegal Ethics Committee.
Hon. William D. Mudd has been elevated to
the Superior Court, San Diego. John E. Nordin, a
member of the 1066 Foundation Board of Trustees, has
been appointed Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Central
District of CA. Dennis M. Sullivan has been
appointed as the first o Ial lIegal advisor to the Consu
late General of Switzerland.
70
on. Ernest M. Hiroshige was re-elected
without oppotion in 1988 for another six-year term to
the L.A. County Superior Court.
71
Thomas H. Carmody is President of the
non Company. Col. Dennis F. Coupe has
bn appointed Director, Legal Afirs, Deprmnt of
Natton Security and Strate, at the U S. Army War
CollegeinPA. Hon. Richard S. Flier is urrnly
assigned as one of four Contra Costa Superior judges to
the AB 30 Program - Civil Acceleration Program.
William R. Gargano continues to serve as a
Court Commissioner in the Pretrial Domestic Relations
and Law and Motions De a t of the San Frcisco
Superior Court C olyn Ingrid Larson is in
private practice in Santa Roa, C, focusing on real
estate law Gen. Michael Rich has bn selected
~aaBrigadierGnralinuthe U.S Marine( Crsandias
Director, Marine Cop Judge Advoat Division.
72
J. Darrel Knudtson uty Regional
Counsel, Mid-Atlntic Regin, for the Ofice of Chief
Counsel of the IRS, January 88. Michael B. Price
is the 1987 preident of tse North San Mao County
Bar Association. He rela his offices to Burling e
and will continue to maitain a general practice of law
and asabcert cialitin ilylaw Hon.
TerryJ. Scott serves on the municipal court in
San Diego. Howard K. Watkins received the
American Civil Liberties Union of Northern Californias
Lola Hanzel Couragos Adv Award. Daniel
K Whitehurst has retu to his family business
Whitehurst Californua, Inc, which owns and oeates
eight fmeral homes in Cen CA He left office as
Mayor of Fr in 1985, followed by a semester
teaching at Harvard UnivsityAs John F Kennedy School
of Government Thi was folled by two years as
president of the Fresno County Economi elopment
Corporationi.
73
Michael G. Althouse joined the Palo Alto firm
of Ware & Freidenich in July 87 as 'of counsel,
specializing in real estate transactions. Maj. David
J. Blackburn retired from the Army in May 87
and is now emplyed as a civilian attorney with the
Department of the Navy. Sam Birenbaum is a
sole general practitioner with offices in the Old Malibu
Courthouse Building, Ai, CA. Sandra Blair
continues to teach the sex discrimination clinic at
Hastings with Aanida Hawes. R.Joseph Collet
was elected chairman of Spangolf Enterprises, Inc (a
Nevada Corporation) during 1987. He resides in Spain,
where he handles pro golfer, Severiano Ballesteros.
Geogory J. Jacobs has been appointed as Chief
Deputy Distict Attorney in Sonoma County. Steven E.
Kaplan is carrying two deah penalty cases, as well
as 50 other assorted felonies in the LA Pubic De-
fenders Office. Michael Klinger has a
commerical real estate brokerage with Cornush & Carey
Commerical in San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties,
Mark A. Larsen has heen appointed to the Bad
of Govenors of the New Hampshire Trial Lawyers Asso-
ciation. Patrick M. Magillus a sole practioner ir
Orlando, FL, practicing primarily litigation, real estate,
domestic and crtminal cass Tomas E. Miller
is the authr of "Calufornia Construction Defect and
Land Subs'dece Litigation, with 1987 and 198 Supple-
ments. George A. Spadoro has been elected to
the New Jersey State Assembly. E. Dale Trower
has been appointed as 1988 PresIdent of the Colorado
Chapter of the Americans Corprate Counsel Association.
74
Hon. James A. Ardaiz has been appointed as
Superior Court Judge for the Fifth District Court of
Appeal in Fresno County. Michael L Douglas
has been eilcted President of the Las Vegas (hapter of
the National Bar Association, Charles M. Floren
notes that he and his wife, Kendra Anderson
'73, and ther two sons are pleased to state that
reports of Ker's demise have been highly exg ed
and that they are all a!ve and as well as can be
expected in Tulsa OK. Jim Gulseth reports that
he is practicirg real etate transactional law' n the






was recently notified that she and her partner pase
the Imigration Specialty Examinations for CA C.
Lee Humes ha been reappointed as Assistant
Courty Counsel for Yuo County, handling land use,
environmental and resource law. George M.
Jeffrey is a partner ir the firm of Wild & Jeffrey in
San Francisco Susan Jovovich-Kerr reports
that since she retired o General Electric Co. in 1979,
she has spent the pat eit sears sailing 60, miles
Seattle, WA, t resume a time law practice and to
continue sailing p time. Ida Aurora Perez is
the Depots' Attorney, Legal Dission, (A Department of
Transotation, Los Angeles Office. James D.
Prendergast became a pa er at Gendel Raskoff
Shapiro & Quittner, Los Angeles, in December '87.
Daniel J. Ready, Jr. has formed a partnership
with John E. Carey, '75, in Nosember 87 to
specialize in civil litigatiun. David Paul Steiner
ut firnished serving as Presin ent of Beverly ill Bar
Association Barriser.John Sa is doing criminal
trials and appeaIs with the Attorney Generals office in
San Diego. William Lew Tan has been re-
appointed to Pacific Bels Consumer Prodoct Advisory
Parel, appointed to KCETs5 (PB IV station) Coin
unity Advisory' Board, and reelected President of
Leadership Edcoation for Asian Pacifies (LEAP).
75
JohnJ. Gova one is a partner In the rapidly
grwing New'port Beach office of Sheppard, Mullin,
Ricter & Hampton, specializing in corprae, securities,
nture capital fiancing commodities and high tech
no'ogy practices. Fredic R. Horowitz is estab-
Slhing his practice as a labor arbitrator in Santa
Monica, associating with Labor Arbitrator Thomas
Roberts who is president of the National Academy of
Arbitrators. Frederick A. Patterson is a pm
cipal at Halley, Cornell & Lynch in San Francisco.
Mario R. Ramil has been appoirted as Director of
Labor and industrial Relations for the State of Hawai,.
KeviN P. Rodgers is Managing Director ofJiftfy
Lube (Aust) Pty. Lid He has been living with his
family in Brisbane, Queenslad Australia, since
ece er 86 J.R Rubin has relocated his practice
to Santa Rosa, CA, where he continues to practice
cminal and family law. Hon. Douglas K.
Southard has b inted as Mumicipal Court
Judge in ta Cl County Jan 0. Werner is
deseloping real estate in San Francisco, building single
fami y homes and lats.
illiam G. imone has been iace Pres'dentI,
C.F 0. and counsel or Hote Information Systems,
Pea ant Hill, CA for the last three years Thomas
B. Mason is in private practice which ncludes the
Public Defender Conflicts Contrac, for Mendcino
County, CA. Howad A. M tu a took tirne
off from has actise labor law patice to represent
awaii at thc National Bar Examiner s Coniference in
Chicago, April 88. Lisa Nicol has oeed her own
practice in March '87, specializirng in pesnal injury
and business law. Hon. Donn Petre was
chosen by the CA Center of Judicial Educaion and
Research to be a ier of the Planning Committee
for the 1987 meeting of all municipal judges in Sacra-
mrenito Michael P. Simond has jon the firm
ofMorgan, Lewis & Brockius as a partner In its 110-
iayer Los Angeles office. Colleen H. Wite-
head is ni w asscae with Bagy Cohen & Gannain
ir Colver City, CA. specializing in workers conmpensation
defen se. Maj. Rodney W. Wickers is an Air
Force staff judge adsocate at the Air Ftrce Plant
Representatise Office, General Dynamics, Ft. Worth. TX,
Disision, specializing in gosernnment contract law.
D nny 1ilsn is the ManaginggDirectorrof Rorer,
SA. n Madrid, Spain.77
Virginia L. Gibson i patn in the firm of
Baker & McKence and Chair of the National Empkioee
eets and Exccutlse Compensation Practice Group
Michael Gill as working and livng inIm maiado,
\cpai, w'here he is conmplctmng a stody of thc Nepam
legal system and working as fuidra ser for a legal aid
project sering rural Nepah women Michael T.
Hancock has been apoomted as International
(o0n6l Oi Alcatel ns David P. Hodges, former
a partner at Coioles, Godw ard, Cstro Huddleson &
a tom in San Francusco ha. opeed his own office in
San Raifael CA, specualizmng in computer lass technology
Icensing and copynight trademark and trade secret
matters Erik Isken is practicIng an Los ngeles as
a ptne braham & Jamps Constance I. Lau
was named Treasurer of Hawaii Electric Company
December '87. She was also named assistant treasurer
of Hawaiian Electric Industries, te hodin co any
for HECO. Jeffrey D, Lau notes that his firm of
Oliver, Lee, Cuskaden Owags & Lan has moved to the
new Ocean View Center In Honoluu, HI. In addition,
three out of the 7 partners are from Hastrgs, with the
addition of new partners. Sam Yee, '76 and
Craig Kugisaki, '78. D. Max Perry is
General Counsel of Associated Financial Cor tion
a real estate syndication and low income housing.
Rena Rickles has a private practice in Oakland,
CA, specializing in representing elents before city
councis and commissions. She is President of the
Montclair-Greater Oakland Democratic Club Vice
President of NWPC Alameda County North, on the Board
of Directors of the Women Lawyers of Alameda County
and the Alamenda County Democratic Lawyers.
78
Anthony G. Arlen has been made a partner 'n
the firm of McDonald, Saeltzer, Morris, Creegan and
Waddock. David E. Brooks has opened his own
office in San Francisco, practicing immigration and
nationality law. Daniel D. Buchalter has contri
buted a chapter to CEB's 1986 text in CA Residental
Landlord-Tenant Law Practicv ard its suppleiens. Dr.
Audrey T. Cross has been appointed to the faculty
of the Columbia University School of Pubic Health.
John P. Doyle has been named partner in the
firm of Rucker & Clarke. Elizabeth England
formed her own finn two years ago, in San Francisco,
and now they have four partners and sesen assocates.
It is a general business practice witlh emphasis in rea
estate and insurance wor.Joann Haag has her own
San Jose law firm, and aprs on the TV show, 'Left,
Right, and Center,' on Ch. 36 in San Jose Robert
A. Hawley is admitted to both the NY and CA Bars,
and is a partner in the San Francisco office of the
management labor litigation firm of Dretzin, Kauff,
McClain & Maguire. Francis V. Imbornone is
a partner with the NY firm of Snow, Becker & Krauss,
P.C Fred Kessler is a pa er in the LA office of
Nossaman, Gunther, Knox & Elliott, where he specializes
in real estate transactions. Cathleen Cooper
Moran's firm has grown from I attorney, herself in
1985 to 4 attorneys, all specializing in bankruptcy and
insolsency law. Robert L. Pollak is in prisate
practice with Haas & Najarian In San Francisco, speciali
zing in commercial litigation. Winifred Ward
Roberts has been promoted to Vice President Asso
date General Counsel of C.R.I., Inc., a national real
estate development and syndication company Larry
C. Russ is a named partner in the LA. firm of
Haines, Russ, McMurry & deRecat which specializes in
complex litigation, including antitrust, condemnaton,
toxic waste and personal injury.
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Kristin Adrian has been named a partner with
Bronson, Bronson & McKinnoni. Stephen J.
Biskar is a Deputy Public Defender for Orang County,
CA. Constance G. Brigham earned an LLM in
banking law at Boston Uni'ersity School of Law, May
87. She has retorned to Southern CA, and nosy serses
as a staff attorney with the Fedeal Depsit Insurance
Corp. in Irvine. Barry S. Engel has a thrisinig
firm limited to tax, esta and aset protectio
planning, business planring and securities law.
Robert N. Kwan Is now in prixate practice in Los
Angeles after serving with the Department of Justice,
Cisil Rights and Tax Disisions. David Littall was
promoted to Senior Attorney with Marriott Corporation
in' 1986, where he is responsible for international and
domestic business development and ream estate for
Marriott s In-Flight Seri'ces Disision. He resides in
Arlington, A. Hon. Richard M. Mallett has
n named presiding judge of the Stockton Municipal
Cout Sally Jean McCabe has been promoted to
commander In the Navy lAG Corps. Georgia Ann
Michell-Langsam continues to work with Ganong
& Michell in Walnut Creek.Jonathan Nova quit
the practice of law in 1985 and is now dealing in
contemporary' American and E e art i Los Angeles
Nancy G. Phillips is thinking of expanding her
prisate practice in Inglewo CA to incude Frank E.
Philips retired asst. to Regional Counsel IRS, who is
by the way, her father! Diana Price has been
named St. Helena City Attorney. Paul S. Rosenlund
has become resident partner in his firm s new branch
office in Tahoe City, CA. W. Jeffrey Schmidt has
returned to Pillsbury Madison & Sutro s Washington
Office as a partner after serving a Antitrust Counsel to
Fi'C Commissioner Tern Calvani. Betsy Wolkin
has left the SF Public Defenders Office to go into
private practice. Carol Ann Wieckowski has
en amed a partner in the firm of Bullen, Mcloe,
Mc inley Gay, Keitgas & Pach
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Kathleen Bales-Langewas promoted to rne
7, with the Tulare County Counse Office. Eileen
Braunreiter joined the San Jose office of Buchalter
Nemer to focus on reai state, primarily lending trans
ons Harry W.R. Chamberlain II has
been named partner in the firm of Musick. Peeler &
Garrett. Roger A. Dreyer formed the firm of
Dreyer Scalia, Babich & Buccola with classmate
Joseph Babich in Sacramento. Brian C.
Johnson was named a partner at Davis Graham &
Stubbs, December 87 He practices in their Salt Lake
City, UT, office. Michael R. Simmonds has
been named a partner with Broad, Schulz, Larson &
ineherg in San Francisco.
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Eric M. Abramson, a member of the Alumni
Hoard of Governors, has been named partner in the
firm of Abramson & Smith. Mary Ann Aguirre
has been named a regional finalist by the President
Commission on White House Felowsips She has left
Pilisbury, Madison & Sutro in San Francisco to joi
Adams, Broadwell & Russell in San Mateo Judith
Barkan Bantz left law practice in San Francisco
for private investigation. Thomas A. Bevilacqua
has been named a partner in the firm of Orrick,
Herrington and Sutcliffe. Kathy A. Buchanan
was an Asst. DA in Northern Georgia for the first two
years tollowing graduation. She is now in solo practice,
general civil and criminal litgation, in Canton, GA.
Gerald Clausen is a partner In the San Francisco
firm of Abrmson & Smith Joseph L. Cole is a
member of Seed, Mackall & Cole, Santa Barara, CA.
Carlos Fuertes, after three years with the LA
Olympic Committee and iwo years with William Go &
Associates, is now in solo practice in Panorama City,
CA. James D. Hoey III recently departed the San
Diego office of Lillick, Mclose & Charles, to form his
own firm, Hoey & Associates, specializing in civil lii-
gatlon with an emphasis in personal injury and
maritime law. Faith Jansen is continuing in
prisate practice adoption family law and probate in
Pleasant Hill, CA David N. Knudson continues
his practice of tax law, probate and estate planning
as a partner of Crossland, Crossland. Chambers &
MacArthur in Fresno, CA. Melanie Stoff Maier
left solo practice to do insurance defense work with
the firm of Tarkington, 0 Connor & 0 Neill in San
Francisco Marilyn McMahon is a staff attorney
with the U.S. Department of Labor Employees
Compensation A als Board i Washington, DC.
Dvora Parker is chair, Custody & Visitation
Committee of the Family Law Section of the CA State
Bar for ,8 Belinda D. Phillips holds the
position of Apals Officer for the Treasury Department.
Thxis is a quasi-judicial positiorn whren she tries to
resolve tax cases in dispute between the IRS and tax-
payers. She resides in Oakland. CA. E. Drew
Pomerance has been named partner at Inman,
WXeisz & Steinberg. Robert Polevoi, a sole
practitioner in San Francisco. has completed a two-
volume treatise, entitled Fededa kTatihon of Odl and
Gas Tni ons, to be published by Matthew. Bender
& Co. in September 88. Ed Schmitt has taken a
one-year lease of absence from Kinle, Rodiger &
Sprigg in Santa Ana, CA, to publish, Bitchin' Fishin'"
a Southern California sportising magzme. Philip
Wild is now Senior Director. Business Affairs, for
Arista Records in Newv York City Timothy F.
Young has been iined a Directr of Winstead.
McGuire, Sechrest & Minick, PC, effectise I 1 88 in
its Austin, TX office, Tomme Young is now
associated with Orrick, Herrington & Suteliffe in San
Francisco and is crauthor of a treatise on environ-
mental liabilities in transactions, to be
published by Clark B dman in 1988.
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Virginia Hill Dodge continues her practice with
Grabill & Lay in Boston, MA, doing primarily tax and
corporate law Susan L. Harrison has been
promoted to partner at Fried, inig & Holmes Oscar
Luna and L. Adam Weiner bave formed a
partnership with offices in Fresno and the Bay Area,
spcialhzing in personal injury, business litigation,
commercial law, real estate, and criminal law.
Michael P. McNamara has returned to Gibson
Dunn & Cruitcher, in their Centry City office, Sarah
Foxman Pattison is now an associate attorncy at
the Law Offices of Margaret CLu'tm in Dixon. CA and
is the Yolo County Bar Assn. Law Day Committee Chair.
Crystal K. Rose has been named partner in the
firm of Bays, Deaver, Hiatt, Kawachika and Leaak
Yee-Horn Shuai is currently In real estate prcice
and has recently earned the real estate brokers license.
Kevin K. Takeuchi has b me p er I the
NewprttBeach ofticeoftthe fimof indel &Anderon
Darryl W. Tang has fo a real estate insest
rment firm in Phoenix, AZ.
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Kathleen M. Eyre will moe from D.C. to LA.
to join Sidley & Austin s LA office in Juy. Peter F.
Frost was promoted to Lieutenant Commander and is
currently assigned to the Litigation Division of the
Department of the Navy, Kathryn Guillou works
for the Seattle office of Heller, Ehrman, White &
McAulffe. Dan Kuperberg is in his fourth year
with the LA. County Public Defender's Office, currently
doing feloiis trials. Richard Langerman has
started a new law firm with his sister in Poenix, AZ,
concentrating in personal injury litigation. Patrick
Mattimore is teaching drug education courses in
San Mateo County schools and living as a pauper in
San FranciscoJeannette A. Stephan lives in
La Joll and has her own general practice in Chula
Vista, San Dieg County, and loves the weather there!
Sue Vogel has been named President of the Utah
Lawyers for the Arts, a non-profit group that provides
free legal services to artists and is involved in supporting
and promoting the arts. She works in Salt Lake City,
UT. Mark L. Zafferano is working for a general
practice firm in San Carios following three and a half
years in plaintiffs asbestos litigation. Joseph
Zellmer has been named partner with Lemer, Vcit
& Honowitz.
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Pota Andritsakis and Bill Cernius '85
were narried in September '87. Pota is an associate in
the newly-opened Newport Beach office of coolley,
Godward, Castro, Huddleson & Tatum, and Bill is a
ice President of Corporate Finance at Morgan, Ol-n
stead, Kennedy & Gardner in Los Angeles. Cynthia
(formerly Pierson) Crosby is working towards
a workers compensation specialist certificate. Kirk
Del Prete married Rachell Chong and they
are residing and practicing in San Francisco.
Kimberly Marteau (formerly Mart) has mosed
to Tuttle & Taylor's Washington, D.C. office.
William T. McLaughlin II was recently made
partner in the firm of Forrest & McLaughlin in Fresno,
CA. Rollin Wong and Craig Jue hase fored
the law firm of Jue and Wong based in Los Angeles,
and thes will concentrate in the areas of real estate,
probate and bankruptcy.
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John Schmuck Anderson is startirg his third
year as Deputy District Attorney for OrneCounty.
Lynn Cadwalader is practicing corporate la
with the firm of Manwell & Wes in San Francisco.
Zinnia A. Coronel is practicing immigraion
law in Los Anees. She married Nestor Barrero
'84 in 1987, and they reside in Pasdna. Donna
Dell has been selected Corporate Counsel for Hlexcel
Corporation in Dublin, CA. Michael K. Phillips
has temporarily transferred to Arthur Andersen & Co.
Office of Federal fax Serv'ices In Washington, D.C,
where he is specializing In International taxation. He
also earned his CPA and is ameme of theAA
Section of Taxation. Peter K. Rundle has reently
become associated with the New'port Beach office of
Collisson & Kaplan. The firm specializes in business
litigationi and represents a nmber of former bank
officers and directors in actions brought by the FDIC,
FSLIC and SEC. Hank Slowik Is managing the new
Redding, CA, office of Laughlin, Falbo Levy & Moresm.
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George A. Balko III, after a successftl first
year as an attorney at Swartz & Swartz in Boston, MA
has joined Bowditch & Dewey in Worcester, MA,
specializing in plaintiffs personal injury tort litigation.
Cynthia Bashant is working for MaclD)onald,
Haisted & Laybourne in San Diego doing general civil
litigation. Stephen P. Dena has opened his own
general practice in Montebello CA, with an emphasis
in personal injury, criiminal defense, family and small
business law. Raymundo G.S. Mendoza works
for the Santa Clara Counts DA s office, and has been
promoted to the juvenile unit. Mark D. Segelman
is working as a corporate attorney at Brobeck, fhleger
& Harrison in San Diego. He is sery interested in legal


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dr. and Mrs. Richar Carmel
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The Board of Directors of the College wishes
to recognize with gratitude the following
alumni and friends for their support of the
many funds listed below. This list includes
gifts received by the College from July 1
1987 through April 30, 1988.
Dale Brodsky



















Dr M Robert Harris
Geral Hinkley
Gary and Ilene Katz
Dnald Keley, Jr.
110n. Leland lAzarus
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D~ean John and Lucia Diamiond
Prof. Brian Gray









Pf. Rudolph Schles inger
Prof. Steph en Schwarz
Prof. Warren Shattuc




Ruth C. Barrowv Fund
Brobek Phleger & Harrson
Brnson. Bronson & McKinnon
Ernst & Whinney
Fenwiekg Davi & West





Paul, Hastings, Janofsky &
Walker




The Bank of California
































Dinkeispiel, Donovan & Reder
Mathew O. Tobriner
Awad















Farella, Braun & Martel
Fisher & Hurst
Pillbury, Madison & Sutro



























Representatives and recipients of many of
Hastings scholarships attended a campus tea
in their honor this past spring. Hosted by
Dean Lathrope and Academic Dean Mary Kay
Kane, the representatives were able to meet
and exchange stories with the scholars.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Evans '32, were present
to meet Breck Tostevin '88, recipient of the
Albert U Evans Scholarship in Private
EnterpriSe Breck was awarded the
scholarship for his note "Not on My Beach.
Local California Initiatives to Prevent on
Shore Support Facilities for Offshore Oil
Development" in the Hastings Law Review.
Mrs, Eleanor Manuel met with Deborah
Bialosky '90, this year's recipient of the
Justice Wiley W Manuel Memorial
scholarship, The scholarship is awarded to
the student who best exemplifies the values
and academic standards of Justice Manuel
53, former Assistant Attorney General and
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
California.
Mildred Levin 34 and her daughter Ina
Gvemant '68 met Levin scholars Michael
Hellmann '89 and Ellen Schned '88. The
Mildred Levin Scholarshi is awarded on
the basis of academic ability, clarity,
originality of thought and professional
leadership potential.
Mark Vorsatz '79, a partner in Arthur
Andersen and Company, was present to
award e Arthur Andersen and Company
Prizes to Larry Rocamora '88, Rudy Kraft
'88 and Cynthia Rowland '88 for their
excellent work in the tax area.
Mrs. Cecilia Blackfield, visiting here from
The Honorable Mildred Levin and
Levin Scholar Michael Hellmann
Hawaii, got the chance to meet Rudy Kraft
88, Kathleen Lammers '88, Gina LiMandri
89, and Colleen O'Grady '89, all recipients
of William Blackfteld Memorial
Sholarshis in recognition of their
academic achievement, leadership potential,
and professional promise.
The family of former Dean Arthur
Sammis attended to award the Arthur &
Eugenia Sammis Memorial Scholarship to
ASH President Ellen Schned '88 in
recognition of her outstanding service to
Hastings.
Thomas Mitchell '90 received the first
Stehen E. Cone Fellowshi, established in
honor of former adjunct professor and
alumnus Stephen Cone '76 for support of
legal writing and research for community-
oriented organizations. Mr. Mitchell will
research California case law concerning
county aid and relief for the indigent for the
General Assistance Advocacy Program.
Michael Hellmann '89 and Barbara
Meade '88 both received Ingemar E Hoberg
Memorial Scholarships in recognition of
their overcoming personal and financial
hardship.
Bethasha Louie '89 received the
Dinkeispiel, Donovan & Reder Award for
haxing made a significant contribution to
civil rights and achieving the highest
minority GPA.
Both representatives and scholars enjoyed
having the chance to meet one another
informally. This was the first event
coordinated by Edward Gray, the College s
new scholarship administrator. Mr. Gray
hopes to see the College expand such
activities to recognize the interest and
support of donors, and the need and
achievement of students. It was truly
gratifying to see the scholarship
representatives and the scholars meet. We
have made it a priority over the last year to
reorganize and revitalize our scholarship
program. This semester's scholarship tea was
a concrete example of the excellent progress
we have made," said Dean Daniel Lathrope.
Mrs. Eleanor Manuel and scholar
Deborah Bialosky
The Ian Sammis Family, Mr. Robert Sammis, Mrs. Suzanne Sammis andArthur
and Eugenia Sammis Memorial Scholar Ellen Schned.
If you would like your fellow alumni to now what you're doing, please give a brief
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